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DESORITIOK HICROSCOPY AVE THE ATO$jQROBE.

j 5.1 Aiming Errors.
I

Field-desorption microscopy is the imaging of a

vtfie1d—ion specimen surface by the detection of the arrival

I

- 1

L positions at a microscope screen of field—evaporated metal ions

i or of desorbed gas ions ; field-evaporation microscopy might

imperhaps be a better name for the former,selfwimaging, process.
'\
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1The work on desorption microscopy described in the iollowing chapters

:was§mompted by a series of discussions on the design and use of

zatmmqmobes held in the Cambridge Field—Icn Group, Dr. y¢Do Boyes,

Dr.lLJ. Southon, Dr. P.J. Turner, Er. A.J. Watts and Kr. D.A. Coppell

parcipated in these discussions and made valuable contributions

to them.

As described earlier in this dissertation, the atom—probe

FTM is operated by using a probehole in the microscope screen

toselect a pulse—field-evaporated ion from a particular feature

specimen until the field-ion image of the feature lies over the

e. However, it has long been realized (Panitz 1965)

trajectories of the imaging—gas ions and of the field—evaporated

ions need not be identical. Attempts have been made to measure

s in trajectories, or ‘aiming errors‘, (Panitz I969, Brenner

McKinney 1970) by attempting to correlate the disappearance

an atom from the field-ion image with the arrival of an ion

the atom—probe detector. These measurements were necessarily

, as very low evaporation rates were essential, and they

restricted to regions of the image where there was good
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atomic resolution — thus precluding studies of such important
systems as precipitates and solid solutions, where irregular
images are frequently observed. Precipitate particles, which
commonly have a different evaporation field to the matrix and

therefore protrude from or are recessed into the specimen surface,
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might be expected to have ierent aiming errors to the bulk,
which could lead to spurious analyses:—
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that there may be a discontinuity in specimen - when a
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grain boundary intersects its surface; this could lead to difficulties
in the detection of impurity atoms which have been segregated
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to the boundary, as it is not in diately obvious what trajectories
such impurities would follow in the locally-distorted field
near the boundary.

Further limitations to conventional atom—probing

stem from the use of a small-probehole. This is typically 1-2 mm in
diameter in a 50 or 75 mm diameter channel—plate, and subtends

an angle of l or 2 degrees at the specimen. Analyses performed
using such small probeholes are essentially performed on a thin“
pencil of specimen material; this is useful when a matrix or
large precipitates protruding from it, but is less useful when

attempting the analysis of thin surface films, thin platelet
precipitates, modulations in composition of ordering alloys (Taunt

W1. . - - ,
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1973), or grain boundary segregantsi In these situations either
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an inadequate statistical sample of ions is obtained before the
specimen is destroyed, or the detection of a small number of ions
is hampered by the lack of certain knowledge about the aiming error
associated with these ions.

5.2 Alternative Types of itomgfrobe.
Two possible solutions have been proposed for the '

problems posed in the last paragraph. The first (Regan et. al. 1972)

is particularly suitable for thin film analysis. It simply uses

an enlarged probehole, and employs a lens system to ensure that

Q;
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ions entering the drift tube are focussed on the tector. If
single—particle counting is employed to provide an accurate mass-

spectrum, as in the simple atom—probe, a very low evaporation
rate has to be employed to prevent the simultaneous arrival of
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several ions at the detector: however, the normal -ion
current is now large, with the enlarged probe—hole, and would

produce unacceptable noise on the spectrum. This problem was solved

by introducing a flection system to separate the field—ionized

D.
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gas from the higher—energy pulse-evaporated metal ions. An alternative
technique would be to abandon particle counting and digital timing,
and to use a large evaporation pulse, so that the mass spectrum

would be obtained as an analogue signal from a suitable detector
(an electron multiplier or a channel—plate/phosphor/photomulti
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combination). This is largely the approach in the second new type

of atom—probe.

This second type of atom—probe (Panitz 1973) attempts to
simultaneously mass-analyse ions from a large area of the specimen

5.
H:
O

while preserving crystallographic _ rmation on their source position.
Ions pulse-evaporated from the specimen are decelerated to 3 KV in
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a lens and drift to a detector formed from a curved 'chevron'
channel—plate pair, which outputs electrons onto a fast phosphor
deposited on a fibre—optic window. A mass spectrum may be obtained
from the screen current. Individual atoms may be selected from
the normal field—ion picture, after making due allowance for
aiming errors, by positioning a light—pipe connected to
a photomultiplier at the correct point on the fibre~o tic window. .

Alternatively, a particular mass species may be selected by gating
the channel-plate on for a short interval at a preset time after
the evaporation pulse, and photographing the scintilletions
produced on the phosphor.

This last technique would be particulrrly useful for the
study of grain—boundary segregation and perhaps the study of ordering
alloys, particularly if the low mass resolution of Panitz's original
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instrument could be ed. To extract the maximum of information
from an analysis it would be necessary to learn the chemical

identity and original lattice site of each atom in a sample area

of the specimen. However, although this information would be very
desirable, it was not clear whether this information could be
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obtained from a Panitz—type atom~probe. Two diate difficulties
may be seen: first, the limited detection efficiency of the V

channel—plate assembly, and second, possible 'scrambling' of
positional information between the tip and the detected image,

as a result of variations in aiming errors. Walko and Ruller (1972),
who demonstrated the possibility of constructing a desorption
microscope using a channel-plate and an external image intensifier
to detect the ions, estimated their detection efficiency as about

50 % , as limited by the open sensitive area of the channel-plate.
They attributed their failure to see regular lattice planes in the

desorption image to the random loss of lattice points by the channel-
711:2-iin-
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5.3.1 Qbjectivei.Aiparatus.
In view of the arguments briefly discussed above, it

was decided that a careful study of field—desorption microscopy

might lead to useful information on aiming errors, prrticularly
for the complex specimens described above, and would be a useful

preliminary to any attempt to use a Panitz-type atom-probe for
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metallurgical work.

' Although alko and Muller (1972) used a channel-plate 2

and a costly image intensifier, and Panitz used a chevron channel-plate

pair to record single ions, it was realized that useful results

could be obtained in the first instance by using a single channel—plate

at high gain, with fast optics to couple a film to the phosphor

screen, as described in Chapter 2 above. A magneticallyefocussed
w ,-- H.

i 1

in \

1

channel-plate image—intensifier, which has a higher accelerating

potential than the proximity—focussed device used for the energy-

analyser, was thought to be desirable, as the electron energy at

the phosphor is higher, leading to a brighter image and a slightly

‘.higher probability of recording single ions Turner et al 1969).
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It was decided to use a UHV field—ion microscope which was fitted

» with such an intensifier, and which has been described elsewhere

. combination described in Chapter 2 was used to record desorption

1 images on Kodak Tri-X or P475 film, which were processed as described

P above. As in the energy-analyser ex eriments, it was found that

2475 had no significant advantage over the cheaper, but marginally

slower, Tri—X, which is well-matched to the Pll phosphor used

‘,h1the intensifier and which is convenient to handle. Tri—X

hwas used for the majority of the work to be described.

w
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1 (Boyes 1974). The Dallmeyer f 1,9 and Canon f 0,89 lens and camera §'
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5.3.2 Experimental Technique.

84.

As an ordinary field—ion microscope was used in these

experiments, it was possible to compare the normal field-ion

image of a surface with a desorptioniimage of the same surface,

thereby obtaining a direct measure of aiming errors from all @

” ' t 1*. In order to distinguish
parts of the specimen surrace_s1mul aneous y

between field—desorbed ions and field—ioniZed gas ions, the image

as was pumped out usin» a mercurJ

'1:
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usion pump before desorbing

any material; the evaporation pulse was triggered from the shutter

f l O s cord so that
contacts of the camera, at an exposure time o_ /6 e _.,

‘
|

i

both channel—plate noise and noise from ionized residual gases

was minimized. The residual gas pressure, rith both inner and
....9m

- outer dewars cooled to 780K, was typically l 1O lorr or below.

l l t Volta e of 1500 volts and a screen voltage
Even with a channe —p a e l lg

L of 10 KV, very few random ions were recorded

» camera shutter was op

on film when the

erated without pulsing the specimen voltage.

15 nS, 80 PS, and 550 PS pulses were coupled to the tip

using a 500 pF coupling capacitor in the usual way, with a

- high-voltage current-limiting resistor of l GJLbetween thG

7 specimen and a 30 EV Brandenburg E.T. set. Similar results

were ob tained with each of the pulse lengths, except at very high

evaporation rates, as will be discussed below.

5.3.3 Results.

l

A tungsten surface which had been exposed to helium image

" gas was found to produce pulse-evaporated ions at a slightly in

ssary for subsequent vacuum field-evaporation
c lower field than was nece

f 1 li "m es of the surface before and after
2 Comparison o" xe _um 1 mg _

<pu1se-ov poration in vacuo showed that tungsten atoms were
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i removed from the surface as well as field-adsorbed,helium,
as was expected from atom-nrobe results (Kuller et nl

f-1
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The evaporation field was lowered by approximately % by

exposure to helium before evonor“tipn in vacuum. The imege—points

produced by desorbed helium ions and tungsten ions could not, w;

- - 1 -course be distinsuished in this eyneriment.’ L) - ,

Some typical desorntion images are shown in : ,

with a helium image for comparison. A system of rings centred
X

on {l1O} planes was the most commonly observed tyne of pattern,
i especially after repeated evoporetion in vacuum (fig(5.lb)).

Square patterns centred on {ZOO} planes could be obtained when

the snecimen had been exposed to helium; there is presumably

a sliyht change of specimen endform when this type of pattern
is produced. Occasionally, particularly at low evancration

rates or in poor vacua, evaporation occurred irregularly
across the surface, producing an intermediate type of desorption ‘W

image (fig(5.1d)). Similar patterns to those in fig(5.1b and c)
4
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v,| ’\ ,5.3.4 Keosurenent of Aining;§§ggns;g@§jE@5stenL
HAimins errors for the llO ring—type desorption v\) MI

could be simply measured (for the redial direction) by measuring

the diameter of each helium imge ring before desorption, and

comparing it with the diameter of the corresponding ring in the
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have been reported by"Ualko and Xuller (1972) and Panitz (1973). ii

E

|
- . - ,1 =tungsten desorption image. A plot of dHe/dde versus ring number,

counting out from the centre of the (110) plane, was made for three

different zones and is shown in fig(5.2). The diameter of the

>
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. - - > \relatively thick helium image rings which was to en was the mean diameter.

Care was taken to ensure that no changes in magnificstion
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ffof the images had occurred, due to the change in tip potential

‘ during the pulse, as a result of the low negative potential

design of intensifier which was used. It was found that the

I"\'\
X?

\7

§ planes in the helium and desorption images coincided to within
‘S V

. . A

. 1 ' , ‘Hm

the limits of measurement. AS can oe seen from the graan, the gin ,

WM; ¢

i amnng error varies with distance from the centre of the plane,

i and may be as large as 25 %

Y ring. The diameters of the rings in the desorption image were h

I less than those of the corresponding rings in the helium image. :3’

O a

the ring diameter for the central 5&4

l fmnm.that they detected tungsten ions when they positioned. . . "mi
kt

; which is applied to the front of the channel-plate in the t

i\)
I/v\I

3 the probe-hole of their atom-probe slightly on the inside of the 11

- it his

Y helium image of a {llO2 ring. A plot of die/ddeq , where the
4

§ mnmrscript indicates the helium ring after the desorption, was
N

- 1 O
;.

@1a1so made, and is shown in the figure. It is seen tnat the ratio
1

r:
Q is still greater than unit'

Q?‘

~00

T,Itsh0uld perhaps be emphasized that a 25

ecmral ring is in fact quite a small effect; the
.

\ Hm ring was only some 40-60 K, so the atom-probe probe—hole would

"to catch the ions from the ring. MM,

»

1 ¢ uthis illustrates the fact that the

ts
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eter of

0

lcdesorption image cannot be simjly regarded as a tungsten field~ion

hiimage of the surface remaining after evaporation, as might he supposed. t

\

iming error for the M

\

t
i my need to he aimed some 5-8 K closer to the centre of the plane xi

it l ‘

,5.3.5 Detection Jfficiency. 4L5
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Measurement of aiming errors in the relatively flat {1lO}

ireghniof tungsten was fairly easy, as many ions were available, ~

lfmmnng clearly-distinguished rings. However, as originally

jpohmed out by Brenner and McKinney (1970), when the local curvature
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of the surface is high, as for the {222z planes in tungsten,

lthe evaporation of a complete plane is expected to produce only

'a few well-separated ions on the desorption image, as the plane is

»small and highly-magnified. This effect was observed, and limited
I

1

iattempts to determine the detection efficiency by evaporating
4-

t

'a?2?; nlane and attempting to correlate the removal of the

1Wel1—resolved atoms from the plane with the arrival of ions in the

corresponding region of the desorption image. The situation was

‘further complicated by the impossibility of discriminating between

field—adsorbed helium and tungsten atoms. Attempts to superpose

consecutive vacuum desorption images failed to produce any satisfactory

“evidence for the aiming-errors associated with {E22} planes or for

ethe overall detection

(D
1'0
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ca
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cy of the system. Two modifications

to the experiment were therefore tried.

In the first,

cl’-
D-A

(D

specimen was evaporated until only a

Ilsmall cluster of atoms remained at the centre of the central (110)

plane. The image gas was removed, and a small evaporation pulse

‘ a plied. The imawe as was then readmitted to see whether the
1-

L;
3

cluster had been removed or not. An example of the results is

t wwn in fig(5.3). In this example ions were detected in the desorption

|_:.

5
Q3

C1‘.
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close to the position of the original cluster; frequently

ns was not the case, and either no ions attributable to the p

cluster were detected, or they were displaced from the centre of the

p1ane.There seemed to be a better chance of detecting the ions

close to the helium image of the cluster if a relatively large

evaporation pulse was used. This seems to suggest that at intermediate

pulse-heights there is a possibility of the cluster migrating

some distance across the plane before desorbinq, and th"t this

effect, in combination with the less—than—lOO 1 detection efficiency,
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was responsible for the frequent failure to detect ions from the cluster

in the expected central position in the image. This result

was not entirely unexpected, as Turner (private communication)

had observed that positioning the atom—probe probe~hole directly

over the centre of the tungsten (110) plane leads to a particularly

low ion catch-rate. Boyes (1974) had also observed that in gold

specimens the last few atoms to evaporate from a {ZOOZ plane

frequently migrate considerable distances before desorbing; this
. . . . o

was observed under neon imaging conditions at 20 K. Therefore the

failure to detect the evaporated clusters conclusively may be due to

1) genuinely low detection efficiency
2) diffusion of the cluster before evaporation

3) evaporation of the cluster from the centre of the plane,

but subsequent deflection, as by coulomb repulsion between atoms

evaporating simultaneously.

Evidence that one of the latter two reasons is the correct

one will be presented below.

The second attempt to determine detection efficiency was

made by attempting to evaporate a complete {?223plane in a single

pulse, to see if the net plane structure could be resolved. Chen this

was done, by using a large evaporation pulse, two things became

apparent. First, its was still to correlate the few

§>.4

§_.I.
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desorbed ions detected in the {222}regions with the corresponding

atoms in the helium image. Second, and more important, was the fact

that when large Quantities of material (1 or more central {llO§planes)

were removed per pulse, the intensity distribution in the desorption

‘Jo

E-3
"J

5'5}
(D

was not simply a slowly-varying gradation, with density inversely

proportional to the local magnification, as might be expected.

Instead, a marked pattern of dark lines began to be ap arent.
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Raising the size of the evaporation pulse, to increase the thickness

of the shell of material removed from the specimen, simply

accentuated the dark lines, rather than removing them. A sequence

of desorption images (fig(5.4)) taken with a fixed pulse height and

standing voltage, in UHV, illustrate that the structure which

is clearly seen in the high-coverage pictures is not evident in

the low-coverage nictures merely because of the lack of sufficient
~oints to delineate it. This result was confirmed by

.1.

B
{I7

01}
(D

a method which rill be described below. It will also be confirmed

‘:30

5
CY?0

that the structure in the desorption is not due simrly

to a change in the profile of the specimen. due to changing evaporation

rate or other effects. The structure in the desorption image may

be obtained on many consecutive pulses, if the number of ions

in the desorption image is maintained by increasing the standing

voltage or using a suitably finely-tapered s ecimen.

- Comparable structured high~covera§e desorption images

were obtained from aluminium and molybdenum at this stage (these will
be presented in Chapter 6). It was found that the high brightness

of the magnetic image-converter is offset by'a disadvantage in

this type of exieriment. It was found that the brightest regions

of the desorption images were poorly—focussed; this was a defect

of the converter, and not of the external optical system. The

effect was attributed to space-charge defocussing in the 70 mm

gap between the channel—plate and the phosphor screen. At a high
f‘\

. . 3 . . c
evaporation rate, approximately 1O ions may arrive fer cm of

the channel—plate in 15 nS: assuming a gain of lO4, the electron

; current density at the outyut of the plate will be about 10 A/m2.

E According to Child's Law (Bleaney and Bleaney 1957) the limiting
current density J in a plane parallel diode is given by
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4 3/2 -2
Z J=§v god (2e/m)

2:850 A m-2 for the dimensions and voltages of the
present converter. The current density in the converter is sufficiently
near to the absolute maximum for defocussing by space-charge effects
to be a real problem (this will also apply, of course, to an

image intensifier external to the system (e.g. Ualko and Fuller '

1972)). Dr. A.J. Noore and Dr. J. Spink repeated the experiment,
using a tungsten specimen and a proximity-focussed channel—plate

intensifier, which has a short electron path in a high electric
field, and this did not suffer from any defocussing even at
very high current levels. The remainder of the work on field
desorption, with a few exceptions, was therefore done using
proximity-focussed intensifiers.

5.4 Summary.

l The results obtained at this stage showed that desorption
microscopy could provide_usefu1 information on aiming—errors

in the atom-probe, which are of interest in view of the widening

application of atom-probing to complex specimens of metallurgical
interest. Brenner and IcKinney's originel conclusions on the
direction of aiming errors in the {llQ? region of tungsten were

found to be reasonable, although, as will be explained in Chapter 8

their explanation of the effect in terms of parallax is not accepted.
Attempts to determine the detection efficiency of the recording
system were not entirely successful, and the disc very of a

marked and unexpected structure in the desorption images from

tungsten, alumirium, ard molybdenum suggested that the apparently
low detection efficiency might perhaps have a common origin with

(‘.7
p.

E3
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the nhenomenon of errors itself. The detection efficiency
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‘ of the of the microscope was difficult to measure with any certainty;
but in the light of present knowledge and by comparison with
Um results presented by Walko (1972) and Penitz(l973) the
detection efficiency probabiy lay in the range 30-50%.

It was decided that, in the light of these results,
aiurther study of desorption imaging was vital to the sensible
use of the atom—probe in metallurgical systems, and, in view

of the unexpected structure in the desorption image, would probably

provide useful information on the mechanisms involved in field-evaporation
A considerable amount of work was then undertaken, and this
will be reported in Chapters 6 and 7 below.

r


